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Editorial

There ain't no Commies in R ussia
Little Father Yuri Vladimirovich Andropov, Batyush

International are scheming for an anti-American "in

of the western world believing that he is a dangerous,

dependent Europe" going into a long period of econom

sneaky Commie. Batyushka is a dangerous, sneaky

ic and business partnership with the Soviet Union. In

Czar, who knows the usefulness of having his enemies

this, the West German Bundesbank is following in Leu

suckered into believing that he is a Commie. This way,

twiler's goosesteps. So are numerous deluded West

Batyushka's enemies can't figure out his moves. Proof

German businessmen, who are fantasizing about a lu

of it is that our anti-communist fellows have completely

crative "Mitteleuropa" satrapy surviving by rendering

missed what the Little Father has been up to with the

indespensible economic services to Holy Russia.

Swiss bankers. Who would have imagined, among our

A further question for financial intelligence spe

fire breathing anti-communists, that Yuri Andropov is

cialists: did Swiss financial advisers tell the Saudis to

conducting sophisticated financial warfare against the

pull their money out of the deal to refinance Brazil's

United States, in league with Dr. Fritz Leutwiler, the

debt in pursuit of the Leutwiler scenario? And why did

head of the Swiss Central Bank?
Four weeks ago, the Financial Times of London,
taking their clue from Mr. Geoffrey Howe of the Bank

64

Stalin, it was Batyushka. Leutwiler and the old Nazi

ka, is a clever Czar. He has the anti-communist suckers

the Saudi pullout coincide in time with King Fahd's
letter to His Imperial Majesty, Yuri Andropov, offering
normal diplomatic relations? One never knows.

of England, expressed their great consternation at the

The Swiss bankers have a lot of clout in the Arab

activities and policies of Dr. Fritz Leutwiler, then vis

world. The Switzerland-domiciled Nazi International

iting "The City," because Dr. Leutwiler had been pro

of M. Fran�ois Genoud is now in control of the insur

posing no less that a generalized collapse of the inter

gent part of the Arab world, including the insurgency

national credit and monetary system as a sound policy

against Arafat within the PLO. The Swiss Nazi Inter

which central banks should adopt. He was specifically .

national in fact works for the KGB in the Middle East.

calling for the deliberate collapse of the entirety of Latin

What would happen to Europe if the Middle East fell

America's $300 billion-plus foreign debt, a measure

under the influence of this Soviet-Swiss Nazi deal? All

designed to crash the United States banking system

of Europe's energy supplies would be in the Czar's

overnight.

hands. All of Europe's finances would be in Leutwiler's

The folks in London town had no objection in prin

hands. And all of Europe would be under the Czar's

ciple to Leutwiler's idea until they inspected more

artillery. No, Yuri Andropov is too clever to be a mere

closely what Leutwiler intended to achieve with such a

Commie. He is the Little Father of old Imperial Holy

collapse of U.S. banking and finance. They then found

Russia, the Third Rome. Leutwiler is too clever to be

that the old Nazi Fritz Leutwiler has worked out a deal

afraid of Russian Commies that don't exist. Will the

with Czar Yuri Andropov. Cold sweat dampened Lon

dumb American anti-communists ever become clever

don's silk shirt-collars as memories of the 1939 Hitler

enough to figure out that there ain't no Commies in

Stalin Pact leaped out of the dark. Except it was no

Russia any more?
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